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Blue skies and snowcapped mountains, what a pleasure to
live in Colorado.  

Ok, I need to stop staring out the window and get to work.  As I write this I am 
reflecting on how hard it is for estimators to go from working on an estimate 
to selling the estimate by writing a proposal. Why do we need to explain our 
estimate? It’s all in the line items of the estimate, right?  

Well not really. Our February chapter meeting discussed this in depth. The 
topic was “The Art of Crafting the Proposal Letter”. Paul Jonez of Golden 
Triangle Construction, Justin Pollard of Murphy Company and myself lead the 
discussion of best practices and how the proposal is used by a client. The client 
being a project owner, a general contractor, or even a large subcontractor.  
The information conveyed is the first impression the recipient receives about 
you and your firm. It can make or break your chances.  

We also talked about how to better your odds, but you had to be at the 
meeting for that lively discussion.  A thank you goes out to all who attended, 
the audience participation was great and added to the presentation. 

Next time you see Paul and Justin thank them for being presenters. 
By the way, they are also chapter members and on the board of directors.

Keep it green! Please print this newsletter if absolutely necessary.
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SCHEDULE
MARCH MEETING
Ethics at Work in Construction
Tuesday March 13th, 2018
4:30pm Board Meeting (Open)
5:00pm Networking
6:00pm Dinner & Program
Register: aspedenver.org
Hensel Phelps, Training Room
12121 Grant Street, Suite 410
Thornton, Colorado 80241

ESTIMATING  ACADEMY
Friday, March 2nd, 2018
Registration
Register: aspedenver.org
All Day: $140/ Half Day: $100
Students: 50% OFF!

NORTHWEST/ SOUTHWEST 
REGIONAL MEETING
April 13th & 14th, 2018
Portland, Oregon

Glenn Brink – 2017 ASPE Scholarship Recipient
I am a non-traditional student starting my second semester as a Junior at 
Colorado State University’s Construction Management Program. Prior to 
attending CSU, I served eleven years in active duty in the Army. I decided 
the construction industry would be the best fit for me and I applied to the 
CM program. I haven’t regretted it a bit. 

I am the founding President, and have been most involved in CM VetNet. 
This is a student club that myself and two other veterans started to bring 
veterans in the CM program together to help them excel in and out of the 
classroom. This scholarship will allow me to stay active in these clubs by 
helping with the burden of needing a job while in school.

GENERAL NOTES
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Quality Companies Promote Ethics  
Through-out The Industry, Robert Steele

FEATURE ARTICLE

Companies that have weathered many storms and have lasted generations are built on integrity.
They have learned that being true to themselves and others, is key to survival. Cutting corners and 
manipulating systems has never been an option for these groups. Even in desperate times the 
ethical solutions have far outweighed the non-ethical. Through the years leaders have found that 
ethical actions promote positive reactions. Ethical companies generally have a great reputation. 

The following are results of companies promoting integrity.
1. Customer loyalty. People want to keep working with people and companies that they can trust.

Customers can spend time focusing on their own business needs, versus spending time a
effort protecting themselves and wondering what is going to be pulled on them.

2. Employee loyalty. When employees feel they are involved in putting a quality product out on
the street, they are more likely to go an extra mile for an employer. Happy employees, produce
a great product for the company.

3. People will want to work with or for ethical companies. The word on the street is these guys
are a great company. When companies have such high interest in them, they are afforded the
ability to work the best people.

4. Ethical companies generally hang out with other ethical companies. It promotes ethical
thinking trough-out an industry.  This sets a standard among industries leaders and generally
those that don’t conform stick out like a sore thumb. This allows for healthy industry
competition, it additionally sets and maintains standards in the industry.

5. Companies who set and maintain ethical practices generally have no issues with maintaining
good working relationships with governmental agencies. Projects will usually pass inspections,
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Consider becoming a yearly sponsor for our newsletter. Each 
year we publish nine (9), monthly newsletters. Sponsors will 
be able to help Denver #5 provide additional scholarships for 
students for the 2017-2018 school year.

PLATINUM: $40/issue = $360 – full page advertisement
GOLD: $20/issue = $180 – half page advertisement
SILVER: $10/issue = $90 – quarter page advertisement
BRONZE: $5/issue = $45 – eighth page advertisement
Contact the Newsletter Committee Chair, Paul Jonez at 
pjonez@gtc1.net for more information.

THE DENVER CHAPTER 5 
NEWSLETTER IS  
SEEKING SPONSORS

CONT ON PG 4
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CODE ANALYSIS
Membership as of Feb 21, 2018 

Estimator ( E ) 33

Student (S) 0 

Affiliate (A) 3

Fellow (FCPE) 3 

Member Emeritus (ME) 1 

Certified Professional  
Estimator (CPE) 17 31%

Total 54 100%
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CHANGES TO THE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
This year is exciting for the Certification program. Tests are being updated, new Discipline Specific 
Tests (DSTs) have been added, and, most importantly, the certification cycles have moved to an 
Open Cycle.

For the past several years, Certification candidates were provided only two opportunities per year 
to register for the program. There were restrictions on when a candidate could begin different 
portions and hard deadlines for completion. ASPE will now implement an Open Cycle program.

Candidates may register at any time, select a paper topic from a list, and immediately start their 
paper and schedule their exams. Earn your CPE in 60 days? It’s possible!

When a candidate registers, they will still have the option to submit their three technical paper 
topic choices. The Certification Committee will respond in approximately one month with a 
selection. There is also a list of topics and abstracts compiled by the Certification and Standards 
Committee from which a topic can be immediately selected. The candidate no longer must wait 
to take the tests until after their paper is written. Tests may be scheduled at any O me following 
registration.

Speaking of tests, the Committee and Staff are working on solutions with testing agencies so a 
candidate will no longer need to identify a CPE and coordinate times to take the tests. This will 
open the program to more Members at Large (MAL’s) and international members. Mostly, these 
changes make the program more flexible and open to more people.

We are excited to share this news with Members.

Please direct your questions to certification@aspenational.org.
Joe Flemming, FCPE, Chairman, Certification Committee

WHY ASPE? 
Share, Collaborate, Exchange and Grow. If you submit numbers on bid day, then you belong in ASPE.   

The American Society of Professional Estimators serves residential, commercial and civil 
construction estimators by providing Education, Fellowship, and the opportunity for Professional 
Development. The proper Education, Ethics, Standards, Certification and Fellowship lead to the 
ultimate goal of Professionalism. Join today and contact us with any questions you may have 
about membership.

Why Become a Certified Professional Estimator?
Everybody knows that MD following an individual’s name means Medical Doctor. And most people 
know that CPA signifies Certified Public Accountant. Associations and professions use certification 
to recognize qualified and competent individuals. The certification process is one of the single 
most important steps in career development. Here are a few of the many reasons an estimating 
professional should consider becoming ASPE-Certified.

• Demonstrates your commitment to the 
industry and estimating profession

• Enhances the profession’s image
• Reflects personal achievement
• Builds self-confidence 

• Improves career opportunities and 
advancement

• Provides for greater earning potential
• Improves skills and knowledge
• Prepares you for greater on-the-job 

responsibilities
To learn everything you need to know about the certification program, contact any of the board 
members or go to https://www.aspenational.org and go to the Certification tab.
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licenses remain in good standing and are less 
likely to incur fines. 

6. When companies have good employees and 
work with quality companies, the threat of theft 
becomes less likely. Employees will always have 
their companies back. 

7. Ethical companies are valued in the community. 
They believe that one of their strongest assets is 
their ability to give to the community. 

Working with and for an ethical company has many benefits. It promotes strength in industry, 
promotes a quality work environment and allows for profitability. Ethical companies are the   
foundation that communities build on.  Ethical values promote  positive thinking  that will  build 
lasting relationships.

FEATURE ARTICLE cont from pg 2
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paulj
Text Box
ASPE DENVER CHAPTER 5WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!GABRIEL MARTINEZBluSky Restoration ContractorsMICHAEL CALLAHANBluSky Restoration ContractorsCARL OLSENPhase 2 CompanyConsider becoming a member today! Go to aspenational.org and go to the Membership tab to become a member and be sure to join the Denver Chapter 5!



 
 
 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ESTIMATORS 

DENVER CHAPTER 5 
MARCH 2018 PROGRAM 

Ethics at Work in Construction 
How it Applies to Reputation, Employee & Client Satisfaction, & Quality 

 
TO REGISTER: 

www.aspedenver.org  
$40 Members 

$45 Non-Members* 
$30 Unemployed or Retired Members 

$15 Students 
 

Please see cancellation policy on aspedenver.org  

 

TUESDAY, MARCH 13th, 2018  
4:30pm Board Meeting (Open to Members) 

5:30pm Registration / Networking  
6:00pm Dinner 

7:00pm Program 
 

DINNER LOCATION: 
Hensel Phelps – Training Room 
12121 Grant Street, Suite 410 

Thornton, Colorado 80241 

 

As Estimators, we work tirelessly on our estimates and proposals, preparing for meetings 
with clients and prime contractors, crafting proposals to land that next job, but do we 

stop and think about how ethics impact our business and our projects? 
 
Often our reputation may be the deciding factor at a project interview or proposal review. We hear that 
clients and contractors remember us based on the last steps of completion of a project. Our employees 
and coworkers are motivated and productive in a positive, teamwork environment. Quality improves 
when projects are done right. 
 
When ethics are at work in construction, we maintain strong reputations, attract future clients and 
projects, develop customer and employee loyalty, and strengthen the bottom line of our company. 
 
Jean Arnold of Arnold & Arnold will be presenting on how Ethics benefit us in construction by 
explaining the ASPE Code of Ethics and what that means for us practically. Jean will share information 
from the National Institute of Building Sciences on the Professional Behavior Expected of the Cost 
Estimator. Ever had an ethical dilemma? Jean will discuss real situations and how we can learn from 
case studies.  
 
A native of Colorado, Jean Arnold is a graduate of the University of Denver.  Jean admitted to the 
practice of law in Colorado in 1983.  She formed the partnership of Arnold & Arnold in 1994.  Jean 
specializes in construction law, real estate, commercial transactions & litigation & creditor 
representation in the Bankruptcy Court. Before pursuing a career in law, Jean worked 9 years as a 
project estimator & a project engineer for an electrical contractor. 

 



AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ESTIMATORS 

DENVER CHAPTER 5 

ESTIMATING ACADEMY ‘18
The Art and Science of Estimating Practices 

TO REGISTER: 
www.aspedenver.org  

Early Registration – until Feb 23rd 
All Day: $130/ Half Day: $90 

Students: prices discounted 50%! 

Standard Registration – after Feb 23rd 
All Day: $140/ Half Day: $100 

Please see cancellation policy on aspedenver.org 

Contact us to become a sponsor 

FRIDAY, MARCH 2nd, 2018  
7:45am-8:15am - Registration 

8:15am-11:30am – Morning Sessions 
11:30am-12:30pm - Lunch 

12:30pm-2:30pm – Bid Strategies 
2:30pm-4:30pm - 11th Hour Bid Simulation 

LOCATION: 
Hensel Phelps – Training Room 
12121 Grant Street, Suite 410 

Thornton, Colorado 80241 

The ASPE Denver Chapter 5 is excited to offer our Annual Estimating Academy that is an 

opportunity for seasoned and new estimators, students, general contractors and specialty 

contractors alike. This unique day of training and networking is designed to mentor new 

estimators and for experienced estimators to share knowledge and fellowship with piers. 

MORNING SESSIONS: 

Session #1: Estimators Panel Discussion – Learning From Experience 

Session #2: New Technology in Construction – Presented by BuildingPoint West 

Session #3: Current Issues in the Construction Industry – Presented by Michael Gifford, AGC of Colorado 

LUNCH: A catered lunch and beverages will be provided 

AFTERNOON SESSIONS: 

Session #4: Bid Analysis and Strategies  

Session #5: 11th Hour Bid Day Simulation - Bring a reliable calculator!

ASPE Denver Chapter 5 will be providing documentation for Continuing Education Credits 



ASPE ESTIMATING ACADEMY ‘18

Sessions Overview 

MORNING SESSIONS: 
Session #1: Estimators Panel Discussion – Learning From Experience 

Chris Morton, FCPE - Howell Construction, Robert Steele - Himmelman Construction, Geoff Johnson - 
Heartland Acoustics, Bob Hadley - Ludvik Electric will share their insight into construction estimating 
through their knowledge, experience, and current projects. How has estimating changed? What are some 
of the biggest challenges to successfully estimating construction projects? How are you developing your 
abilities and knowledge?  

Session #2: New Technology in Construction – Presented by BuildingPoint West 
Robert Beck and his team from BuildingPoint West will present on new technologies being 
implemented in construction with an overview of the tools, software solutions, and services that 
forward-looking industry professionals require to grow their business, and enhance their 
productivity.  New software and hardware are coming together to make the jobsite more 
productive than ever before. 

Session #3: Current Issues in the Construction Industry – Presented by Michael Gifford 
Michael Gifford is the President and CEO of Associated General Contractors (AGC) of Colorado 
and is active in the construction industry and the members of the AGC. Michael is on the 
forefront of the current state of the Colorado construction economy and will share trends, 
expectations, and changes that the construction industry is facing for 2018. 

AFTERNOON SESSIONS: 
Session #4: Bid Analysis and Strategies 

Whether you have spent countless hours in a bid room or have only heard about it, this is a great 
opportunity to gain new understanding of how an estimate comes together from everyone 
involved from subcontractors, to junior estimators, to chief estimators. Shared experience is 
priceless and leads us to provide better proposals to prime contractors and owners, how to 
request key information needed for a proposal, and how to work with our peers to land that next 
job. 

Session #5: 11th Hour Bid Day Simulation 
After discussing how a bid comes together, our ASPE Chapter 5 Board Members will conduct a 
live, simulated bid experience with teams competing to close out a bid to win the next job. This 
is an excellent chance to share your experience, take a jump at leading a bid room, or getting a 
glimpse at the rush of closing out a bid. After the bid closing, the teams bids will be opened and 
the winning bidder announced. We’ll wrap with a postmortem discussion of the simulation with 
some great takeaways for our next bid. 

Bring a reliable calculator for the Bid Day Simulation (cell phones are handy, but are often 
awkward for multiple calculations) 



Save The Date

ASPE NW/SW Regional Meeting

Though divided by a river, the City of Portland is united on the development and growth for the future.

Join us April 13th & 14th at the Marriott on the Waterfront for the ASPE NW/SW Regional.

Innovative products and retrofitting of existing buildings are just a few of the topics that will be presented.

Registration information and meeting agenda to follow shortly.
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ASPE CODE OF ETHICS
Professional estimators and those in training shall perform services in areas of their 
discipline and competence. 

Professional estimators and those in training shall continue to expand their professional 
capabilities through continuing education programs to better enable them to serve clients, 
employers and the industry. 

Professional estimators and those in training shall conduct themselves in a manner that 
will promote cooperation and good relations among members of our profession and those 
directly related to our profession. 

Professional estimators and those in training shall safeguard and keep in confidence all 
knowledge of the business affairs and technical procedures of an employer or client. 

Professional estimators and those in training shall conduct themselves with integrity as 
all times and not knowingly or willingly enter into agreements that violate the laws of 
the United States of America or of the states in which they practice. They shall establish 
guidelines for setting forth prices and receiving quotations that are fair and equitable to all 
parties. 

Professional estimators and those in training shall utilize their education, years of 
experience and acquired skills in the preparation of each estimate or assignment with full 
commitment to make each estimate or assignment as detailed and accurate as their talents 
and abilities allow. 

Professional estimators and those in training shall not engage in the practice of bid 
peddling as defined by this code. This is a breach of moral and ethical standards, and a 
member of this society shall not enter into this practice. 

Professional estimators and those in training to be estimators shall not enter into any 
agreement that may be considered acts of collusion or conspiracy (bid rigging) with the 
implied or express purpose of defrauding clients. Acts of this type are in direct violation of 
the code of ethics of the American Society of Professional Estimators. 

Professional estimators and those in training to be estimators shall not participate in acts, 
such as the giving or receiving of gifts, which are intended to be or may be construed as 
being unlawful acts of bribery. 
Revision September, 2013

canon 1

canon 2

canon 3

canon 4

canon 5

canon 6

canon 7

canon 8

canon 9
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PROJECT TEAM 2017 - 2018      

President

Matthew Rasmussen, E
Hensel Phelps Construction Co.
(970) 352-6565
mrasmussen@henselphelps.com

secretary

Robert Steele, E
Himmelman Construction
(303) 877-8745
robert@himmelmanconstruction.com

1st VP
Paul Jonez, CPE
Golden Triangle Construction
(720) 340-6332
pjonez@gtc1.net

treasurer

Eric Ross, CPE
RIB Americas
(901) 359-2041
eric.ross@rib-software.us

Justin Pollard, E
Murphy Company
(303) 999-6823
jpollard@murphy-den.com

immediate Past President:
Stacie Flynn, E
Cumming Corporation
(720) 626-1358
staciewflynn@gmail.com 

Greg Spawn, E
Extreme Fire Protection
(303) 389-9910
gregs@extremefo.com

COMMITTEES:
 
Awards Chair: Stacie Flynn
Certification Chair: TBD
Education Chair: TBD
Ethics Chair: TBD
Membership Chair: Eric Ross, CPE
Program Chair: TBD
Newsletter Chair: Paul Jonez, CPE
Webmaster: Stacie Flynn
 

CONTRIBUTORS:

Chris Morton, FCPE
Howell Construction
(303) 696-5812
cmortoncpe@comcast.net

PUBLISHER:
Laura Verrips
SandsComm
(303) 378-1063 
laura@sandscommconsulting.com

Just as our contact information changes, we’re sure yours does as well. 
Please remember to contact the National ASPE office if you have any changes!
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BOARD OF DIRECTOR MEMBERS

BOARD OF DIRECTOR OFFICERS
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PROJECT DIRECTORY
Companies who represent the ASPE Chapter 5

Accurate Estimating Services
Assoc. Construction Consultants
BluSky Restoration Contractors
Bristol Industries, LLC
Buckles & Associates
Building Tech Consultants, Inc.
CDM Smith
CMC
Cumming Corporation
Demand Const. Services, Inc.
Extreme Fire Protection
Faith Enterprises, Inc
Faithful + Gould
GE Johnson Construction Co

Glacier Construction Co., Inc.
Golden Triangle Construction, Inc.
Heartland Acoustics & Interiors
Hensel Phelps Construction Co.
Himmelman Construction
Howell Construction
Interior Alterations, Inc.
J. R. Huston Consulting, Inc.
Jacobs
Living Design Studios, Inc.
Ludvik Electric Co.
Madsen, Kneppers & Associates Inc.
Merrick & Company
Metals Consulting Unlimited, LLC.

Mortenson
Murphy Company
National Western Center
Palace Construction
Peak Program Value, LLC.
Redd Co Fence, LLC
Redd Iron, Inc
RIB Americas
RK Steel
Rolling Plains, Inc.
Smith Construction Estimating
Sure Steel, Inc.
TEPA

CONTACT US AWARDS
aSpE DEnvEr chaptEr Inc.
18952 East Clear Creek Dr. 
Parker, CO 80134-4833
(970) 352-6565
info@aspedenver.org
www.ASPEdenver.org

WInnEr of outStanDIng 
chaptEr 2013, 2014,  
2015, 2016
golD lEvEl outStanDIng 
chaptEr 2016, 2017

aSpE natIonal
2525 Perimeter Place Drive, Ste 103
Nashville, TN 37214
(615) 316-9200
email National
www.ASPENational.org

ASPE CORE VALUES, MISSION, VISION
corE valuES
Education: We care passionately about educating and mentoring the next generation of 
professional estimators.

Professionalism: We care passionately about promoting professional estimating as a lifelong 
pursuit of excellence and credibility.

Fellowship: We care passionately about developing a network of industry leaders and peers 
to which belonging is worthwhile.

mISSIon: We are a fellowship of professional estimators pursuing excellence in construction 
through a variety of resources.

vISIon: To be the innovative leader and recognized authority through education, 
certification, and standardization. 




